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The ‘VEIL’ 2-CARD TAROT CARD COMBINATION METHOD ...          

CHEATSHEET 

Method: 

• Decide on the Question to ask the Tarot. 

• Listen to any ‘background story’ that the client wishes to provide. 

• Draw two cards from the Tarot Deck. ‘Consult the deck’, with the Question in-mind. 

• Make a note of each card’s core one-word theme. 

• What unique synergistic meaning occurs to you, born from the two key themes, that fits 

the Question (and any ‘background story’)? 

• If no obvious meaning comes to mind, consider whether one card is Minor Arcana and 

another Major, and try again. Now seek meanings where the Major Arcana’s core theme 

is dominant, and the Minor’s meaning is a secondary ‘angle’. 

• If that fails consider one card’s themes as the first part of a future timeline. So that theme 

A must occur before theme B. Then try the reverse (B before A). 

• If you are still struggling and any of the drawn cards are Court Cards, then replace of 

their key theme meanings to the following (king=older male or masculine energy. 

Queen=older female or feminine energy. Knight=immature adult. Page=child). Is there 

some synergistic meaning now? 

• Still Stuck? Just look at the cards images and let your intuition guide you to some meaning 

that connects the two. 

Example: 

Querent Question: What do I need to do to find love? 

Background: Querent has had a series of poor quality relationships. 

Cards Drawn: Death and Ace of Cups 

Core Meanings of Each Card: Endings and Pure Love 

Possible Interpretations using the method: 

• Kill off any obsession with finding true love, and it will happen. 

• There will be an unavoidable, perhaps traumatic, major change in your life. However, 

what follows will be a new beginning, and within that, if you just open up to spotting the 

opportunities – true love could appear. 

• Stop dating your normal ‘type’ of person, stop going to those places you normally find 

dates – and then allow the universe to find you true love. 

• Begin new friendships, ‘get out there and socialize’, and draw a line under your past. 

Moving Forward: 

You have the ‘seed’ of a reading. Allow your intuition to expand this into a larger reading 

that stays true to the Cards, and that potentially helps the client with their life. 


